Institute braces for November Action

PETITIONS circulate as week of protest nears

By Greg Bernhardt

SAFETY and precautionary political polarization were evident this week as various student groups expressed themselves concerning the plans of the November Action Coalition days.

There will be a quiet, candle-lit vigil by the Great Salt at 7 p.m. Monday evening, before the Student Senate meeting. "We will not support violence, and we want people to know it," there will be no speakers, but leaflets circulated.

As for the issues addressed by the November Action Coalition, according to Wayne Pomerantz, one of the organizers, "this vigil will take no sides.

Petitions

At least two separate groups have been mobilizing for action against violence in the actions planned for Tuesday and Wednesday.

The Ergo petition was circulated calling for Tuesday and Wednesday. The Ergo, collected 340 signatures in five hours Wednesday afternoon.

A second petition was drawn up by a group of students after the Tuesday evening meeting of the Student Senate. While not sanctioned by the Assembly, the initiators sought to reflect the consensus of the Assembly.

The proposal was overwhelmingly defeated by a show-of-hand vote.

Yet the issues have not been resolved. Hardly twenty-four hours had passed before a petition was circulated calling for a special meeting tomorrow afternoon. Fear that the delegates had voted without carefully considering their constituencies, the petitioners' authors, for a reconsideration of all motions voted on Tuesday.
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